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In a paper by J. Aczel [l], the following result is established: Let

m(xu xt, • • ■ , xp) be a continuous real function of the real variables

Xi (i = 1, 2, • • ■ , p, — t» < a < Xi < b < + «>) such that: (a)

m(x, x, ■ • ■ , x) =x for any x in (a, 6), and (b) m(xx, x2, • • • , xp) is

strictly increasing with respect to all x^ Then the sequence an

= m(a„-p, an~P-i, ■ • • , aH-i) with the initial terms ait a2, • • • , ap

arbitrarily chosen in (a, b) is convergent.

As corollaries of this theorem, the author proves the theorem of

Enestrom and Kakeya,1 and some well known elementary results.2

In fact, the theorem of Enestrom and Kakeya is proved to be equiv-

alent to the Aczel result if the function m is of the form

m(xi, x^ ■ ■ • , Xp) = f  X c»*») / ( ]CC»)> (c»- > 0)-

In the present paper, we prove the following more general theorem

for the case of complex variables. The nature of the proof is neces-

sarily new because of the impossibility of establishing any relations

of inequality for the complex numbers similar to the ones used by

Aczel in his proof. The concept of convexity is used to overcome this

difficulty and no assumption of analyticity is required.

Received by the editors July 13, 1957 and, in revised form, October 2, 1957 and

November 15, 1957.
1 The simplest statement of this theorem is: Let z be any root of 2Z"_o bjZ' =0 with

bm, b^i, ■ ■ ■ , bo decreasing positive real numbers. Then, z is of an absolute value less

than 1. (See [2; 3; 4].)
2 For example, the existence of the limit in the case m{x\, X2) — (xi+xi)/2 (see

[5]) and consequently in the case of quasi-arithmetic means denned by m(xi, Xi)

=ri{ Lf(*o+/(**) 1/2}. [1,1.4].
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Theorem I. Let w=/(zi, z2, • • • , zp) be a complex function of p

complex arguments zi, z2, • • • , zp, such that

(1) / is continuous in the set defined by Zi<E:D, (* = 1, 2, • • • , p),

where D is a convex region in the complex plane (z),

(2) If Zi(zD, the point w=/(zi, z2, ■ • • , zp) belongs to the closed con-

vex hull P of the set of points z, and, furthermore, w is different from the

extreme points of P.

Under the conditions (1) and (2), every sequence {an) defined by

In  = fi<ln-p,  (ln-p-1,   "   *   ' I   On-l)

with the initial terms a\, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap arbitrarily chosen in D, is con-

vergent.

Because of condition (2), the number w is real if zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zp are

real numbers, and in particular {a„\ is a real sequence if ai,a2, • • • ,ap

are real. Consequently, the Theorem I includes as a particular case,

the previously mentioned result of J. Aczel, and somewhat improves

it, because it is not required that /(zt, z2, • • • , zp) is a strictly in-

creasing function.

In general, the assumption (2) cannot be weakened as is easily

proved by trivial examples.

The proof of Theorem I will be obtained by using the

Theorem II. Let \Pn\ be a sequence of bounded closed convex poly-

gons belonging to (z) with no more than p vertices for every Pn and such

thatPnDPn+1 (» = 1, 2, • • • ).

Then, the set P — H^i P„ is also a bounded closed convex polygon

with no more than p vertices.

Proof. We know that P is a bounded closed convex nonempty set

(except in the trivial case Pn=<p for some n), and we begin by estab-

lishing the following lemma:

Lemma. Under the conditions of Theorem II, if s is a extreme point

of P = D"=i Pn, in every neighborhood of s there are infinitely many

vertices belonging to the polygons Pn iwhich might coincide totally or

partially with s).

Let us suppose that this is not true. Then, for some extreme point

5 of P, there exists a closed circular neighborhood U such that there

are, at most, a finite number of vertices in U.

Let a be an extreme support of P such that azDs. Every point of

P belongs to one of the two half-planes defined by a; for instance, to

the half plane containing the point k, (see figure), with the conven-

tion that a is considered as belonging to such a half plane, which
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k

will be denoted by [cr, k]. And we know also that there are no points

of P (different from s) on one of the two half lines of <r with extremity

s. Let us suppose that this is the case for the half line [s, a, <*> ]. Con-

sequently, because P is closed and bounded, we can find an angle A

with vertex qE(s, a) and bisector [q, a, <x> ] such that there are no

points of P in A. Let [q, h, °o ] and [q, h', °° ] be the sides of A (with

hE[o~, k] and h'E[c, k] and h, h'£7 = boundary of U).

If c is an interior point of the arc (ah), the line r defined by the

points c and q is an extreme support of P and therefore PC['i k]

n[r,h}.
Now, we consider two straight lines, <Ti, n, parallel to <r and r and

such that <Ti<X [a, k], t\<£. [t, h] and distance (<r, <ri) = distance (r, ri)

= e. If e is small enough, the point s is interior to the triangle

biCiqiQU, because the distances 661, cci, qqi are arbitrarily small.

Consequently, for some number reo, every point of Pn (n^n0) be-

longs to the convex set P= [ai, k]f^[ri, h], and every vertex of P„,

(re 1= re0) belongs to the convex set Pi = Pn[Xi, h], where Xi is the line

61C1; and, furthermore, 5^Pi.

However, if every vertex of Pn, (re ̂  re0) belongs to Pi, the same is

true for every point of P„ and s££P = !")"«! Pn, which is contradictory

and the lemma is established.

Now, in order to prove Theorem II, it is sufficient to demonstrate

that P has no more than p extreme points.
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Let us suppose that this is not true, and let su s2, ■ ■ ■ , sp+i be

p + l extreme points of P, and Ui, U2, • ■ ■ , Up+i a system of closed

circular disjoint neighborhoods of S\, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sp+i.

According to the lemma, we can select a partial sequence {?„,)

from {Pn} such that every Pn(i, (/u = l, 2, • • • ) has one vertex in Ui.

Obviously, n"-i-Pn„ = -P and Pnil"DPn^+1 and consequently we can,

again, select from {Pnpi} a new sequence {Pn„r} C {Pnp} such that

every Pniir (v = l, 2, ■ • • ) has one vertex in £/2and also n,°°=i Pn„, = P,

PnnyDPn,,^; etc. After £ + 1 steps, we shall have obtained a partial

sequence from {Pn} whose polygons have a vertex in every one of the

disjoint sets U\, U2, ■ ■ ■ , Up+i. That means that such polygons

have at least p-\-l vertices, which is impossible.

We proceed now to prove Theorem I in the following way:

Let us denote by Pn the convex closed hull of the points an-P,

a„_j,_i, • • • , an-i. Theorem I will be proved if we show that the

polygon, with p'^p, vertices

BO

P=   CiPn

consists of a single point, i.e., if we prove that p' = 1.

Let hi, h2, ■ ■ • , hp> be the vertices of P. In every circular closed

neighborhood of hj, (j= 1, 2, • • • , p') there are infinitely many points

from the sequence {an} and we are going to prove that, for every

system 5 of p', such neighborhoods Uj of hj, there exists a number m0

such that for m^ m0, the set of p points Em=iam-P, am-p~i, ■ ■ ■ ,am-i)

has at least one point in every Uj.

If this is not true, there exists a system S and a partial sequence

{Em>}(Z{Em}, (X = l, 2, • • • ) such that Emxr\Uj=<f> for every X
and some j^p'. Because j^p', there will be some j=ja^p', such that

Em^r\Uj0=<p for infinitely many Emx, which form a new partial se-

quence {£mX/i| C [Em] with En,xr\Uh=<j>, (ju = l, 2, • • • ). However,

this is impossible because f|"=i Pmy. =P and then we would have

Pr\Ujt=(f> which is contradictory.

Therefore, there exists a partial sequence of {a„}, let us denote it

by {aKr}, such that,

lim an, = h.
>a= 00

By the same argument, as we used in Theorem II, we can prove

that the sets Enf have at least one point in every neighborhood Ut

of a system 5 (for every v greater than some number v0), and we can
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obtain a new partial sequence {£„„ } C{P*„} such that the limits

lim a„   -p = on,   lim a-   ~P-i = ct2, • • • ,   lim an   _i = ap
„ IT yTT IT7T = 00 7T=oO TT=«>

exist. Obviously, the set (cti, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap) contains the set (hi, h2, • ■ ■ ,

hp) and also (au a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap) QP.

Now, because / is continuous,

hi = lim a„r = lim an, = lim f(any _„, an„   --P-i, • • • an„ -1)
C=o= 7T=0O TI=00 ' T

= f(au a2, ■ • • , ap)

and because P is the convex hull of «i, a2, • • • , ap and /jj is a vertex

of P, the condition (2) implies

hi = hi = • • • = Ay;    i.e.    />' = 1    and     lim an = hi.
n= oo

The author is indebted to Professor David Gale, of Brown Uni-

versity, for his illuminating suggestions concerning the theory of

convex sets, and to Professor Allen E. Andersen, of the University

of Massachusetts for his help in the final redaction of the manuscript.
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